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The Ario Dream is to connect cave systems from the mountain ridges to the resurgence in the Carres Gorge

Ario Caves Project 2016 Expedition by Duncan
Simey

The Ario Caves Project is a dream to connect cave entrances high on the ridges of Picos de Europa through the Ario
plateau down to the resurgence in the Carres Gorge. The early days of the project have been documented in the iconic caving book “Beneath The Mountains” which describes how the Xitu system was explored; this later resulted in
a 1200m deep through trip. The current focus is to connect Xitu to 2/7, 2/7 to C4, and C4 to one of the higher entrances (F64 is looking promising). If these connections can be made then it will result in a through trip over 1600m
deep. Seeing 1600m written on paper does nothing to prepare you for the shock standing on a nearby mountain ridge
viewing the whole panorama; it's a crazy undertaking!
I knew the expedition was going to be tough, but it was way tougher than I expected.
Firstly we had the load lugging. Three carries were needed before we could head underground. There were two 4+
hour carries from the car park at the Lakes to expedition base at the Ario Refugio and a surprisingly physical 1:30+
hour carry getting caving kit from the Refugio to the cave entrance. Carrying 30kg+ rucksacks in the intense heat
meant it was only possible to do one carry per day. Quite a few recovery days were needed.
Secondly came the heat. I don't do heat! Driving along the coast of Northern Spain the temperature was hitting a furnace like 34C. The mountains were a little cooler but without haze the sun was intense. The first week was the worst;
three of us got heatstroke with vomiting and most people reported headaches and nausea. The springs had dried up
leaving only a 20 litre bottle of drinking water kept topped up from the Refugio tanks. We snuck some of this water
away for making food, but washing during the expedition was a non-starter.
Fi-

Miri Pihlaja lugging 31kg plus water up to camp
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Donkeys keep the Refugio supplied and carried dive kit for
the expedition
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nally, there was the caving. C4 is 'only'
600m down to the master streamway,
but is an almost completely vertical
cave. The horizontal sections were three
tight crawls, two of them above bottomless rifts making it impossible to tow
bags in the conventional fashion. The
SRT was tough too. Most of the pitch
heads were tight and awkward; many of
them with diversions in the tight bit just
below the Y-hang. The rigging wasn't
generous and I frequently found myself
unable to lock off my Simple. In summary, the caving was frustrating and
there weren't even any pretties to look
at!
So why do it? Let me illustrate with a
story from one of the caving trips.

Our idyllic campsite near the Refugio

I joined racing greyhounds Mike Bottomley and Steph Dwyer on a trip to the
upstream limit of C4 where Mike was
going to widen a promising looking inlet. My job was to photograph the waterfall pitch and survey the new passage
and chamber reported above the waterfall.

I set off up the mountain an
hour ahead of Mike and Steph
expecting them to quickly overtake me and they would have a
brew waiting for me at camp.
On the walk up, the weather
was dramatic but I only received a few spots of rain while
I changed into my caving gear. I
made good progress down the
pitches and the first surprise
was that The Monster was roaring. It had previously been quiet
and although the water was
clear of the pitches a whistle
would have been needed to
communicate rope free if I'd had
any caving companions. I beat
Mike and Steph to camp and got
the stove on. After 30mins I was
beginning to get concerned and
was thinking about changing
into dry clothes and get into a
sleeping bag to wait when I
heard Steph calling from sever- The entrance to C4 is just under the peak in the middle of the skyline
al pitches above camp. Where
had they been?
It seems just after I went underground a thunderstorm rolled across the mountain and Mike and Steph had to flatten
the entrance tent and hang on to canvas to prevent it from being blown off the mountain. It sounded properly dramatic! Although I thought I had done well getting to camp in just 2:30 hours, they had done the same trip in 1 hour like I said, racing greyhounds.... The trip to the streamway was uneventful and the Rio Grande rift was as nasty as
everyone had said it was going to be.
At this point all was going well. I photographed Mike climbing the waterfall pitch and Steph and I surveyed from the
kink in the main streamway back into the waterfall chamber as a firm foundation for fixing the new passage. Much
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Phil Baker just visible in the dramatic landscape at
the C4 entrance (right hand side of the cleft 3/4 way
up)

Phil Baker entering C4

to my astonishment the DistoX appeared to be in calibration – result!
The first sign of trouble happened when I was using Steph's helmet as a survey station high up the waterfall. I took
two shots and her helmet disappeared. I was trying to shout over the waterfall noise that I needed to do it again.
The second attempt at shooting the leg worked. Steph was shouting a
lot, but all I could
think it meant was
"Rope free and hurry
up as I'm getting
cold". Comparing
notes later, this was
when Steph got
knocked off her feet
by a flood pulse, and
what she was shouting was for me not to
come up or at least
bring the safety kit
with me which was
laid by the bottom of
the waterfall. I remember thinking the
spray was bad and
hoped the lens had
remained dry for my
waterfall shots as I
hadn't checked. It
never occurred to me
there wasn't any
Miri Pihlaja in the top rift half way down to
spray when I was
Miri Pihlaja on Space The Final Frontier near
The Monster
using
the
camera.
the C4 entrance
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Mike Bottomley climbing the waterfall pitch

Trapped by floodwater above the waterfall pitch

The climb was interesting. To keep out of the water I had to hang onto rock edges. If I'd slipped I'd have swung
under the full force of the waterfall. Alarm bells still weren't ringing and they should have been. I met Steph and
Mike at the top of the waterfall. Mike was bouncing with excitement about finding a beautiful new passage and
Steph looked worried. Mike persuaded us to squeeze through an unpromising looking tight rift which did indeed
lead to a section of beautiful tubular scalloped passage, but there was water cascading from the roof which had been
dry just moments earlier.
A decision was taken to get back down the waterfall immediately. But Steph and Mike quickly determined it was
no longer safe to use the rope as it lay under the waterfall. A quick inventory revealed that between the three of us
we had only one chocolate bar, no storm shelter and Steph was soaked from getting hit by the flood pulse. Oh
Shit... I was asked to place rocks in the water so we could monitor water levels and de-rig a traverse freeing up as
much rope as possible. Mike attempted to rig a Tyrolean Traverse but even that didn't get us to a safe line of descent. Now what!
Since we were trapped and could do nothing other than monitor the water levels, we decided to survey the passage.
The chamber reported by the bolting team is HUGE. Although it is only 30m diameter with a 26m waterfall coming
out near what appears to be the roof, on one side there is a dry plunge pool with an ice cold draught and looking up
is a big black hole. With Steph and Mike illuminating from the opposite side of the chamber I could see my 50m
max range DistoX shots were only going about 1/3 of the way up what I could see and there was still a black hole
above that! We are calling it 100m+ which is conservative. The floor of the chamber is unusual as it has very little
boulder debris and is largely flat limestone. Generations of streamways have formed a gorge through the floor undercutting it to an extent that I estimate a 10m cantilever at one point. We surveyed back to the pitch head and were
pleased to note the water levels had dropped slightly – yay!
Mike had broken through the hammered inlet and found several tens of metres of tight gnarly passage with a promising sounding thunder of water beyond a too tight section. We didn't bother surveying it which in hindsight seems
a bad decision as it is intriguing where it might be heading.
But the other new passage Mike had found was fantastic with a mix of tight rifts, scalloped circular tubes and intri© Bristol Exploration Club 20165 Belfry Bulletin. 560 Vol 61 No.1

cate shard mazes. Mike and I surveyed on up the stream
into virgin passage and eventually Mike reached a corner
and let out a big whoop. When I reached there I saw lots of
black space - another big chamber! The stream disappeared
into the wall of the chamber but we didn't push it as Mike
was becoming concerned we hadn't seen Steph for a while,
so we concluded the survey and Mike headed off to find
Steph. I turned around and spotted a 10mx8m black passage hole over the way we had come in. I shot DistoX
readings of the passage entry and badly wanted to stick my
head in for a look, but did the sensible thing and headed
down to find Mike and Steph.
My adventures weren't quite over. I banged my helmet on
the roof and my light went out. Because I was driving the
DistoX I had taken off my back-up light. A moment of
panic before realising they would come and look for me
before long. Luckily I coaxed my light back into life but
the cycle of banging my helmet and the light going out was
repeated quite a few times before I met back up with them.
Later inspection indicated a grain of sand had got under the
battery terminal.

Mike Bottomley at the start of the survey in the big
chamber

Miri Pihlaja climbing The Monster
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Back at the waterfall, the stream had gone down about
15cm and it was deemed worth a go at descending the waterfall. Steph asked me what I was like coping with heavy
water flow; I didn't know. I'm relieved to report I still don't
know. We beat a retreat to camp where after a solid meal
of pasta we all slept like the dead for 9 hours. The rest of
the trip out was mercifully uneventful although the Monster was rather drippy and I got quite wet. It's an awfully
long way out of the cave and I found myself drawing on

The unexplored F64 inlet
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mental and physical reserves I never knew I had. I owe huge thanks to Mike and Steph for looking after me on what
was easily the most demanding trip I have ever undertaken.
As the team departed I was asked if I would be back for the 2017 expedition and I wasn't sure how I felt. I was physically and mentally broken. Back in the UK it took a whole week before I was functioning normally. However, with
hindsight it seems I enjoyed the experience and have a yearning to get back down C4, especially to enter the large
passage I found and see where it goes.

Dramatic chest jammer wear after only three
trips down C4
The dive team on their way to the sump

The Ario Caves project has fielded expeditions every year for over 40 years. Although the 2016 expedition only explored
Paul Diffley and Richard Cole relaxing back in camp
300m of new passage they found 5 compelling leads upstream towards both F64 and
blank space on the survey, and there is unfinished business downstream connecting with 2/7. The foundations have been firmly laid for the 2017 expedition.
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